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147 Students Make Dean's List;
Senior Class Largest With 68

Playbox Stars Return
In Romantic Drama,
'Death Takes A Holiday'

,The Dean's List tor last semester shows the senior class with
Have you ever wondered, what
the largest number of students with 3.5 or over. The Senior class
had nine students with 4.0, the Junior class had five 40^s the would happen if death decided
to take a vacation? This most
Sophomore class had one and the Freshman had none.
interesting proposition is devel
The names of the students by class follow:
oped in Alberto Casella's "Death
SENIORS
*
Takes A Holiday," which is play
40.'s: John Alsup, Carolyn Bell,
ing at the Pacific Playbox. It
Florence Brayton, Philip Clack,
can be seen tonight and Satur
Claire Davis, Bonnie Mauch, Mar
day night, and again on the 14th,
ilyn McAfee, Gerald Miller, Ste
15th, and 16th.
ven Olds.
3.5 and up: Carolyn Abadie,
'Death Takes A Holiday" is a
The National Student Associa romantic drama depicting death
Dale Boothby, Margaret Boothby,
Lesley Brizzolara, Janice Brown, tion branch at Pacific has ap as a earthy creature who wants
Marlene Brown, Geraldine Byers, pointed a campus travel repre to experience love, and who wants
Dottie Daniels, Belle of Archania
i
Joan Campbell, Judy Campbell, sentative through whom low cost t o u n d e r s t a n d w h y p e o p l e f e a r
student
tours
may
be
arranged.
him.
In order to accomplish this
Delsie Canepa, J a n e C h a n ,
Charles Clark, Sandra Clayton, Danine Cozzens, Covell Hall, ex end, he takes a holiday from his
Beverly Coleman, Armand Croft, plained that "students may travel normal daily task.
to Europe by ship or plane for
Jeryldine Elliott.
The principal players in this
as
little as $350."
Arlene Eltringham, Ethelwynne
performance have repeatedly ap
"Once a student has arrived in peared in Pacific productions.
Ericson, Mary Ernst, Lila Faber,
With tears in her eyes and a smile on her face, Dottie Daniels,
Marcia Fazeli, Donald Gilchrist, Europe he may," said Miss Coz Bob Middlewood, who plays Theta pledge, took the throne last Saturday afternoon to reign as
Wayne Gohl, Timothy Grovers, zens "purchase a $1 student iden Death, was seen in "Dinny and Belle of Archania for the Spring, 1963 semester.
Margaret Haapala, Helen Heibel, tity card which will give him cut the Witches," and the recently
Dottie is the first Theta Belle since fall of 1958. "I've never
Valerie Horan, Duane Isetti, Ar rates in museums, concerts, thea closed, "As You Like It." Gene been more surprised in my life," she said. "It's very flattering and
ters,
trains,
etc.
throughout
lene Kevon, Larry Leasure,
Davie, the Duke, has appeared in a great honor."
Sherie McEwen, Billie Meyer, Car Europe." The student may take 'Dinny and the Witches," "Time
Dottie is a freshman art major>
off on his own, or can put him Remembered," and the Children's
olyn Moore.
Robert Moss, Bonnie Neal, Car self in the hands of an experi Theatre, and Cathy Betz, Grazia, from Whittier, California. After from the Archania bell room. The
ol Owens, Don Peterson, Leana enced European guide who will has worked at Columbia during graduating from Pacific, Dottie Archites took revenge by steal
P o r t e r f i e l d , A r d e n P r a t t , R o y escort him and a small group of the summer, and has also been plans to be an airline hostess and ing the pledge. The TKK's turned
then to teach art. She works at down the Archite's offer to trade
cast in the Children's Theatre.
Prieska, Mary Pyne, Roger Ran student companions.
(Continued on Page 3)
'Death Takes A Holiday" is a Anderson Dining Hall, and last
dall, Sally Robinson, Bonnie Rus
The travel arrangements are
semester
spent
every
Saturday
sell, Ralph Saroyan, Ruth Sickles, made through Educational Travel delightful, warm drama which
Randi Stinson, Joan Swanson, Incorporated, which has been af presents death as a most inter morning working at an orphan
Donald Tickner, Garth Treude, filiated with N.S.A. for fourteen esting, lovable, and pitiful crea age in Stockton.
ture; therefore, take a holiday
John Tubbs, George Turner, Wen years.
The first Belle of Archania was
dy Waldie.
Here is a brief sampling of from schoolwork to go to the selected in 1941 when a Tau Kap
By CHRIS SCHOTT
Pacific Playbox.
pa Kappa pledge stole a bell
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 8)
The long arm of the law in the
form of a judo expert has come
to the Pacific campus. The wo
men of Covell Hall, Quads G and
D, and the sororities welcome
Lamar Anderson to U.O.P.
Anderson, a uniformed deputy
Glum and gloomy, Coach Paul Winters and 24 members of of the Stockton police depart
the Pacific debate team straggled back to campus Sunday evening ment, will be responsible for the
without "Sam." Foor the first time in five years, U.O.P. had failed fairer sex on night security duty.
to capture sweepstakes at the Linfield Tournament, in McMinnville He will also do general policing
and "Sam," the massive sweepstakes trophy, had gone home with and attend to traffic control. In
the victorious University of Oregon squad.
the area of traffic control, this
Oregon and Pacific both won 19 awards at the giant tourney, friendly young man has already
which was attended by over 450 students from 43 colleges in nine m a n a g e d t o c u r b s o m e o f t h e
states, but the different events Have different point values allowing speeding and illegal parking hab
the Webfoots to eke out a narrow victory. The following members its of various Pacific couples!
of the Pacific squad won awards:
A married man and the father
The debate team of Doug Pipes-4—
of four children, Anderson has
Raoul Kennedy placed second in
had considerable law enforce
men's division as did Charlotte
ment experience in Twin Falls,
Maxwell-Patty Bilbrey in junior
Idaho, where he was responsible
women's. Judy Ross and Ginney
for traffic control, investigation,
Kerbek were third in senior wo
radio communications and other
areas.
—Photograph by Tad Tobitt men's.
At 4:00 this afternoon the
In one man, Lincoln-Douglas
He is the son of Laurin Ander
Girls rush about in emotional turmoil upon receiving sorority bids.
debate, Kerber and Ross tied for clanging of bells, the loud shouts son, for many years Superinten
second place; Doug Pipes w a s
dent of Maintenance at U.O.P.
t h i r d ; a n d C h e r y l B u c k n e r w o n of masculine voices and a general
A week of Panhellenic rushing climaxed Saturday morning junior women's walking over all state of elation will announce the Pharmacy Top Honors;
with the usual flurry of emotions when 85 girls accepted bids to competition to become one o f handing out of fraternity bids.
Faxon, Privska Awards
national sororities at Pacifc. Alpha Chi Omega took 19 pledges, only two debaters to go through
the
tournament
undefeated.
Charles Faxon, Monterey, and
Delta Delta Delta 21, Delta Gamma 13, Gamma Phi Beta 18, and
Following a series of rush din
In oratory, Weldon Moss was
Roy Priuska, Stockton, both stu
Kappa Alpha Theta 23.
t h i r d i n m e n ' s d i v i s i o n w h i l e ners during the week, preference dents at the University of t h e
Those pledging Alpha Chi OmeKerber and Jenette Alexander day began at 8:00 this morning Pacific, have been singled out as
ga are Margaret Burns, Kathleen Rowan, Marie Siaperas, Joann were second in senior and junior
students with the top grade point
when the men put down the fra
Cazassa, Margaret Hakes, Eliza Spencer, Cynthia Uppett, Micheie women's respectively.
averages during their seven sem
VanReisen,
and
Marietta
Wil
beth Hughes, Roberta Jan, Patti
Moss also won men's interp t e r n i t i e s t h e y w a n t e d . D e a n esters in the professional School
Johnson, Judy Kelsey, Katy Le- liams.
and after dinner speaking. Other
of Pharmacy.
w a l l e n , L i n d a M a t t s o n , D o n n a The new pledges of Delta Delta winning Pacific interpers: Linda Zimmerman will end his bi-annual
The awards, made annually to
Mitchell, Patricia O'Brien, Char Delta are Lynn Bonvalet, Jenni- Collins third in senior women's; headache when he hands out the the two top pharmacy seniors in
lotte Olsen, Cheryl Parsons, Judy
(Continued on Page 5)
(Continued on Page 8)
bids at the Tiger statue.
(Continued on Page 3)

NSA Rep. Offers
European Travel

Fraternity Honors Dottie Daniels
By Naming Her Belle Of Archania

Security And Traffic
Officer On Duty Here

UOP Loses Trophy At Linfield;
"Sam" Goes To Oregon Debaters

IFC Preference Today;
Bids Distributed At 4:00

Sororities Take 85 Spring Pledges
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FROM THE EDITOR

"Sic 'em," Says Fosdick
"YEOOW!" Says Student
"Oops!" Says Fosdick

Where Is It?
What Is It?

Professor Rom Landau, Morocco Authority,
Honored By "Peace Corps Morocco Project I"
Professor Rom Landau, area study director of the Peace Corps
contingent for Morocco, which underwent a concentrated training
program in San Luis Obispo recently, was officially honored by
the Peace Corps during its commencement banquet.
A mounted brass plaque, presented to the noted Moroccan

v A new stepson has been added to the Pacific family.
authority, was inscribed:
He wears a dark blue uniform and looks very much like
"The Peace Corps Morocco Project I presents this plaque to
a policeman. He is not, however, a policeman, although
Professor Rom Landau in appreciation for sharing with us his
he tries very hard to act like one . . .
knowledge and love of Morocco.
. . . although very few policemen hand out tickets for
Few such awards have ever been given.
Sixty Peace Corps trainees, with the northwest African country
parking 18(4 inches from the curb. And very few police
of Morocco as their final common destination, embarked on the
men would go to the trouble of handing out a ticket for
rigorous 15-week training program at California State Polytechnic
momentary parking in a red zone at one in the morningCollege at the close of 1962. Professor Landau, while still con
namely, in front of a sorority while the driver sees his date
tinuing his Wednesday classes at the University of the Pacific
in. And very few policemen have nearly half the parking
was coordinator of the special area studies program, designed to
tickets they hand out suspended by the traffic court be
acquaint the volunteers with the history, culture and life of the
people of Morocco.
cause it felt the offenses were too piddling.
Photo by Sven Pretorious
In commenting on the tribute paid him by the Peace Corps
And very few policemen do their sidewalk patrolling A "landmark" will be run in
Professor Landau remarked, "If the motivation is right, you can
with a Doberman pinscher at their command.
every issue of the "Weekly." A fly—"
We imagine we'd be told, if we were to ask whoever correct answer for all twelve will
The noted author and scholar spent his 14th summer in Morocco
was responsible for bringing Fearless Fosdick to campus, win a steak dinner at the Steak last year, and recently had published his official biography of
that his duties are threefold: 1) to protect our young ladies House. Leave answers at "Week King Hassan II. Professor Landau is world-reknowned as the
ly" office.
leading authority on Morocco.
from would-be molesters, 2) to prevent vandalism (iRF's),
and 3) to issue parking tickets Which our unqualified
Stockton Police Department passes over.
Michaelangelo's Story Changes In Staff;
MOLESTER-ARRESTER
Depicted In Music, Art Openings Announced
If our pint-sized Fosdick were lucky enough to be with
The Pacific Weekly wishes to
in earshot of a girl who was being attacked—ASSUMING
In Y Film, ( The Titan' announce that openings are avail
By MERILYN MAYEK
•she'd be able to scream—what could he do? He has no gun;
The Titan, story of Michaelan- able for interested students to
therefore he'd have to be able to overpower the attacker Sunday afternoon saw another gelo, played at the Anderson Y become a part of this semester's
physically. Even if there were only one attacker he'd prob excellent student from Mary last Friday night. The film was staff. The Weekly especially en
a skillful combination of narra
ably be lost, much less if there were two or three, possibly Bowling's studio play the piano as tive, dialogue, music, and excel courages students having a good
knowledge of a certain area of
it ought to be played; this time
armed.
in Connie Neville, finalist in this lent photography. There were no campus activities to sign up for
And this is a big campus. Chances are he'd be no year's Fresno Young Artist Com actors, only an occasional shadow credit or participate as much as
where near someone who's in trouble.
petition, Pacific audiences heard o r a m o v i n g s p o t l i g h t . A s t h e their schedule allows.
musicality and technique demon story of Michaelangelo's life un
RF FINK
Participation on the Weekly
Pranksters on this campus seem to suffer the same fate strated in a quite enjoyable pro folded, scenes of Florence and staff affords the student with an
Rome and portraits of the people opportunity to learn more about
gram.
as drinkers: only the ones who get caught are punished.
Connie's opening selection, the in the artist's life were woven his school and contribute to its
This, of course, is an issue in itself, but the fact remains: Bach B-flat partita, presented together in original photography. community betterment as well as
RF's will always continue to be pulled (and not necessarily both problems and strengths. The political and religious in gain a valuable experience in writ
at the expense of school property). If Fosdick gets that The problems took the form of trigue of the Renaissance dra ing techniques and newspaper
Doberman pinscher, as lie claims he will, some innocent slightly unsteady rhythm in the m a t i c a l l y i n t e r m i n g l e d w i t h t h e l a y o u t T h o s e w h o g r i p e m o s t
first and fourth movements, l i f e a n d w o r k s o f t h e g r e a t about the lack of campus infor
prankster is bound to be injured.
while the strengths included fine humanist. Frederic March, as the mation and community feeling
Yes, the preceding read INNOCENT prankster. Like technique in the second and last narrator, co-operated with an ex should be urged by their fellow
anyone who has never hung on a good, stiff drunk, anyone sections especially and a fluency citing musical score to produce students to do something about it.
who has never been a part of an original, well-executed RF in the left hand that must be the intense suspense, awe, and vital Newly appointed to this sem
ity in the movie.
ester's editorial staff are the fol
(resulting in no serious damage) does not deserve to re envy of many UOP pianists.
The
Beethoven
A-flat
sonata
lowing:
Skip Stagg, Circulation
The
most
memorable
part
of
ceive his college diploma.
(Op. 110) is at best hard to bring the film was the treatment of the M a n a g e r ; C h r i s S c h o t t , N e w s
LUNATICKETS
o f f , p o s s e s s i n g n e i t h e r t h e "titan's" works. The David,. the Editor; Bob Huber, Sports Edi
As for all those crazy tickets, it's just a matter of time rhythmic impetus of the Wald- d e M e d i c i t o m b , t h e M o s e s , t h e tor; and Sven Pretorious, Staff
before the patience of Stockton's traffic court wears thin stein nor the thematic continuity S i s t i n e c h a p e l , a n d f i n a l l y , t h e Photographer. In addition, nine
of some earlier sonatas. But its dome of St. Peter's were all light new reporters were added to the
and gives ol' Fos the word.
scope
is big, the themes (though e d t o t h e i r b e s t a d v a n t a g e a n d general staff. Paul T. McCalib
The theme of this editorial then: Is It Really Necessary
fragmentary) noble; and Connie beautifully presented by the cam remains as advisor to the staff
To Have This Refugee From Gangbusters On Our Campus? handles all of its nuances ably
era's eye. Lengthy scenes were of the Pacific Weekly.
It would seem that more could be accomplished, at less and with all the technical com devoted to the works, uninter
eventual expense, if several straegically-located lights were mand that could be wished.
rupted by any dialogue. The re
fixed at certain locations, as has been suggested time after The strongest piece on the pro s u l t w a s s o e f f e c t i v e t h a t t h e
time after time for years and years and years, etc., etc., etc. gram was the towering Symphon viewer sees and feels the power
ic Variations of Schumann; why
Also, such a measure would eliminate the possibility of it was may have been the pian ful marbles much better than a
first hand observer.
2222 PACIFIC AVE.
such future headlines as: ''Student Body President's Throat ist's inherent feeling for the ro The "Saturday Review" d i d
ADULTS ONLY
Slashed By Fosdick's Canine While Trying To Get Into mantic period itself. Whatever justice to The Titan in stating,
# A NEW CUDIE
the reason, it was a fine ending "Extra-ordinary. The novelties,
PSA Office Last Night."
With Kick Features,
for one of the year's finest re fascinations, the excitement are
POST SCRIPT TO BAND FROLIC
Slick Chicks and A Wolf
citals—one that should inspire many and irresistable. Wonder
Here's a quote from the column of Helen Flynn, the P a c i f i c ' s m u s i c i a n s t o w a r d t h e
P' In Dog's Clothing!
fully, stirringly different. A mas
- Modern Man Mag.
Stockton Record's drama critic: "Whoever said the Papific kind of dedication which pre terpiece composed of master
I T h e y Wearj
girls weren't as good at satire as the boys? Those Alpha Chi cludes such a performance.
pieces!"
j Nothing i
l More Than j
Omegas obviously learned a few good ideas from some
LJ* Smile! j
where for a handsome.idea of how to raise funds for cluster
colleges. 'West Side Story' taught the South Hall boys a
thing or two as well. I was sorry these groups couldn't take
the prizes."
D O W N T O W N R E N O
Miss Flynn was one of Band Frolic's six judges.
'Where Stockton People Stay'
• — J. S.H.

Connie Neville Plays
Beethoven, Schumann
For Sunday Concert

FESTIVAL

ART THEATRE

JACKPOT MOTEL

Y Initiates Series

On The City Problems

On Tuesday evening, March 12,
at 7:30 p.m. the Anderson "Y"
initiates its spring series of pro
grams about "The City and Its
Problems."
The introductory meeting will
be a panel discussion about the
various problems of a city. Dr.
Jacoby, Dean of the Sociology de
partment; Rabbi Rosenberg, Rab

bi of Temple of Israel; Mr. Ep
stein, member of the city plan
ning council; and Mr. Drivon,
District Attorney, will be t h e
members of the panel.
They will discuss the problems
of Stockton, such as the migrant
workers, city planning, and city
crimes.

FREE

I

T V
C O F F E E

I C E D

T E A

(

RENO'S

P&TERS

N E W E S T

F I N E S T
L U C K I E S T

COLOR

PLUS

"VIOLATED"

COMPLIMENTARY GAMBLING COUPONS

THE DOCUMENTED TRUTH
ABOUT MALE AND FEMALfc
BEHAVIOR

730 North Virginia Street • Telephone 322-4477

PLUS

$1.00 PER DAY DISCOUNT Will Be Given For Making Your
Reservation In Advance

"What the # /
Frenchman Saw
Students $1.00
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Dynamic Program
Presented By Y
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Students' Answer To The Problem Of Time
f or Both Push And Studies During Week
Do you feel that rush is a justifiable infringement on academic

Anderson Y has announced a time?
comprehensive new program of
study and action for "students Elroy Holtmann; Junior; Electrical Engineering
who are interested in bringing
I don't think that it is an infringement be- BLJ
Jjaftjlj
some of Stockton's major social cause I don't feel people spend that much time
problems before the campus com studying around here. They should be able to
munity."
take part in activities and get good grades, too.
Judy Mason and Paul McKay,
co-chairmen of the study, also
stated that the schedule of the
program will "enable students to
Elaine Gertsen; Freshman; Biological Sciences
hear top speakers in each area,
Rush is very time consuming and because
participate in panel discussions
of this I believe we should have rush in the
on controversial subjects, a n d
fall before school actually is in session.
take field trips t o institutions
working to remedy these prob
lems."
Tom Honey; Freshman; Pre-Med
I don't feel it's an infringement on academic
The' title for the program is
"The City and Its Problems," and time because you get an education in itself by
rnutu uy
iV
-Photo
by Sven
Pretorious will focus on the specific issues rushing.
The whole purpose of school is to
of migrant workers, crime, men teach you to get along in society and what could
tal health, and housing and racial teach you relationships with people better?
discrimination.
The first general
P
l
?"® tak6n by|tafson. Bakersfield; Don Hamil- presentation of the Y on the sub
n
P
r
a
0
n
a
:
D
E
MtaTh*
'° ' °
°»
ject will take place on Tuesday,
Pomona; and Dan Heincy, Lake- March 12 with an introductory
during its Spring Rush. Officers wood;
Vida Ward; Junior; Drama
panel including Professor Jacoby,
for the pledge class are: B i l l
I don't think it should be at all!!!
Rusty
Hewitson,
Pleasantson;
chairman
of
the
Department
of
Nunes, President; Jerry Muller,
Vice President; Dan Heincy, Sec Ron Jennison, Ontario; Jim Mil Sociology, Rabbi Rosenberg, of
retary; and Doug Hamilton, ler, El Sobrante; Mike Mills, Lodi; the Bible and Religious Educa
Jerry Muller, Porterville; Bill Nu tion Department, and Herbert Ep Tad Tobitt; Junior; Civil Engineering
Treasurer.
Rush an infringement? I don't think it's any
The pledges and their home nes, Santa Cruz; Mike Paper, stein, member of the City Plan
infringement! It causes Students to budget their
towns are: John Crosetti, Stock Stockton; John Schlegel, San ning Commission.
Both Judy and Paul stressed time but rush is very important to the Greek
ton; Ed Dickerson, Sacramento; Pablo; Dick Schmidt, Stockton;
Steve Gray, Carmel; Clark Gus- John Short, Campbell; Gordon the fact that as students we have system, and it shouldn't present a problem if
Takemoto, Loomis; Lee Thomp a genuine responsibility to study the studies are properly arranged.
son, Santa Cruz; and Dennis and act on these problems in our
Witherwax, Stockton.
Pharmacy Awards
community. In the past the Y
Judy Gilbert; Freshman; Physical Education
has focused mainly on the na
(Continued from Page 1)
It would be better if rush was held at an
tional and international issues of
the graduating class, are granted
other
time of the year when students are not
our day in an attempt to in
by the American Foundation for
so involved in studies. Maybe rushing before
volve students in a serious dia
(Continued
from
Page
1
)
Pharmacy education. Dr. Ivan W.
school starts is the answer.
logue on the problems brought
Rowland, dean of the School of pledge for bell, and said that the
out. This new shift in emphasis
Pharmacy, presented the awards fraternity could keep their pledge.
indicates the Y's concern about Chapel Offers Mission Delta Gamma's Plan,
to the two married students.
She spent the night, in the bell
the community around it a n d
Charles Faxon will receive an room, along with Archania's what actions students can take Leader to Japan Tues. Initiate And Inspire
award of $250 for the top grade other trophies. It was inevitable that will have a meaningful ef
After a week of inspiration 12
Rev. Larry Lecour will be the
point average of 3.53. Roy Pruis- that she be named Belle of Ar fect on the problems uncovered
g
i
r
ls — Shay Cassella, B e t s y
speaker at chapel this Tuesday,
ka, with a grade point average of chania.
Clark, Nancy Fisk, Sally Gaither,
March
12.
He
is
the
ministerial
3.42 will receive $150. Both young
It has since been traditional
men plan to enter the field of for the men to select a belle from S t o c k t o n C o l l e g e T o P r e s e n t head of the protestant mission to Donna Henderson, Robin Hildner,
Japan each summer.
Andra Johnson, Carole Macken
retail pharmacy.
every rush season's pledges.
"The American Dream";
As the head of this mission for zie, Patsy Page, Gini Pierce, Sue
10 years, Rev. Lecour has placed P o t t e r a n d J a n e T o b i n — w e r e
All U O P S t u d e n t s I n v i t e d
"The American Dream" and many protestant ministers i n initiated into Delta Gamma.
Japanese churches for the sum
They have also chosen new offi
"The Death of Bessie Smith,
MODERN
mer months.
cers for this semester; President,
two plays by Edward Albee, will
Presently, Rev. Lecour is the Ann Atkinson, 1st Vice Presi
be presented on March 15, 16
DANCING
head of the faith and life mission dent, Carole Lyngheim, 2nd Vice
22, 23 at 8:30 p.m. at the Speech
of the Methodist Church in Cali President, Barbara Wolf, Treas
Arts Building at Stockton Col
ACCESSORIES
fornia and Nevada.
urer, Su Su Hockman, Recording
lege. Admission will be 75c for
This Tuesday he will base his Secretary, Diane Niske, Rush
LEOTARDS
SKIN TIGHTS
students, 50c for students with
BALLET SHOES
theme on the book, God's Colony Chairman, Ginger Nash. On the
5.50
3.00
student body card, and $1 for
4.95
and Man's World by George Web activity list the Delta Gamma's
adults.
ber. Chaplain Stewart says this had their annual pledge dinner
The box office will' be open
book has arrived and may b e at Dad's Point, Wednesday,
from 1:00-4:00 every day. The picked up.
32 S. CALIFORNIA
Downtown Stockton
HO 6-6195
March 6.
box office number is HO 2-9371.

Twenty Pledge Pharm. Fraf., Phi Delta Chi

Belle Of Archania

NYLIN'S SHOES

SUNDAY IS GOLLECE NITE AT

the new gay 90's pizza
INTRODUCING THIS WEEK'S

CLINICAL PHARMACY
WEBER HALL 106
Prescriptions and related items are available
to U.O.P. faculty members and students.
Hours:
9-12 a.m.; 2-5 p.m. daily Mon. through Fri.

UOP SPECIAL 4 to 8 p.m.
$1.00 REG

UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC

N O W 8 0 c W I T H PSA C A R D

STEAK SANDWICH
—

FILM OF SPORTS HIGHLIGHTS ON THE LAST 30 YEARS

GIFTS

—

Your Host and Chef
DICK CRANE

HALLMARK CARDS

ZPctrdi'nis

P.S. O L D T I M E M O V I E S T U E S . 9 T O 1 1 P . M .

925 N. El Dorado

Ph. 462-9662

AND ART SUPPLIES

HO 4-7170

TOY BOX

3220 PACIFIC AVE.
— Free Delivery and Gift Wrap —
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Pacific Social Probs
Group Seeks Solution
Student concern over campus
social problems is not being ig
nored. Last Monday, March 4, the
fourth meeting of the studentfaculty committee to study social
programs at UOP was held. This
committee was formed by action
of the faculty in 1961. Its goal
is to define the social objectives
at UOP and then to compare
these objectives to the status quo,
The committee will make definite
proposals to meet any needs dis
covered by the inquiries.
Next week a questionnaire
will be sent to students and fac
ulty to obtain more ideas an
suggestions on improving exist
ing social conditions. The chair
man of the committee is Dr.
Wogaman, secretary is Joy Archi
bald. Other members are Dean
Sven Pretorious listens intently to choose the music for his Davis, Dr. Perry, Miss Pierce,
Jerry Arbini, and Melinda Carjazz program, "A Little Bit of Jazz."
doza.

Baker To Head Tour Of UOP Students
Throughout Pacific Circle, Korea, Chim

A tour of the Pacific Circle with Dr. Alonzo L. Baker, Wellknown authority on national and international affairs, is being
sponsored by the University of the Pacific and will leave Los
Angeles June 19.
The main tour, taking 59 days by air or 75 days by air and
sea, is routed to include visits in Tahiti, the Fiji Islands, Australia
Indonesia, Bali, Singapore, Malaya, Thailand, Vietnam, Philippjnes'
Hong Kong, Taiwan and Japan. Optional tours may be taken to
Angkor Wat, Korea and Honolulu.
Dr. Baker, professor of PoliticaHScience and International Rela
tions at Pacific is a veteran world
traveler and group conductor.
Since his first trip to Europe and
Never say die! The Freshman
the Middle East in 1923-24, he has
taken many groups to Europe, Class is making one last stab at
Japan, Southeast Asia, India and activities to complete their first
year at Pacific, according to
the Middle East.
He has also taken groups to President Jim MacDonald.
A day of competitive activities
Russia, Africa, around the
world, and recently spent three between freshmen and sopho
months in South America. Mrs. mores heads the list. The two
Baker assists her husband on all classes will devote a few hours to
soccer games on a wet field with
his tours.
Reservations must be made for an eight foot in diameter weather
the tour by March 1, according balloon, greased pig contests, and
to Dr. Baker. Membership is lim similar pastimes. Both the male
and female factions will be in
ited.
i
(Continued from Page 1)
College credit is available t o volved. For May, the freshmen
Gary Wiler, Robert Wilson those qualified for college work. are planning a street dance with
"This is KCVN, the voice of the University of the Pacific,
Mary Woodbridge.
91.3 megacycles on your FM dial."
a live band. The location may
Twelve student members, $90,000 of equipment, and time,
be the Quads for this free (for
JUNIORS
all) dance.
planning, and precision broadcasting make this statement possible.
Campus Leaders Go
4.0's: Kathleen Carson, Bobby
All these elements are combined daily to produce from 5 to 10:30
The sophomores, never to be
O n PSA C o n f e r e n c e
an assortment of FM programs from news, to classical music, to Clark, Jeanne Cockrum, Kathar
outdone, have a heavy schedule
ine Warne, Karen Van Dine.
Campus leaders retreat to p l a n n e d . T h e c o m p e t i t i v e d a y
medical milestones.
3.5 and up: Janet Anderson E a g l e C o t t a g e , C o l u m b i a n e x t
The day begins in the staff*
with the freshmen, said President
room. Program manager, Joyce is the sound truck which is basic Marie Augello, Karen Beatie, weekend for the ninth annual Jim Hason, should help to unify
Wickersham, has charge of pro ally three turntables with inter John Broesamble, Judith Cox, PSA-sponsored Leader's Confer the classes through competition.
graming the day. Working along changing arms. The truck is used Robert Dilley, Martin Farren ence. All PSA senate members, In April a kiddie cartoon show
Linda Feise, Terryl Fowler, San living group presidents, organiza for Stockton children is planned.
side the program manager, the for background sounds.
dra
Genecco, Raoul Kennedy, tions presidents and a number of The proceeds will go to the March
traffic manager, position filled by
As five o'clock approaches, one
Rita Welburn and Barry Davis, of five engineers, Elroy Holtman, Bruce Lattemer, Douglas Law interested campus leaders will be of Dimes. And, finally, a sopho
has the duty of compiling a log Jerry Moore, Marshal Smith, rence, Nancy MacAllister.
in attendance at the March 15 and more dance is being planned for
Constance Neville, Claudia Ol 16 conference.
of the activities of each moment Russell Greenlaw, and Dinah
May.
on the air. Periodically, this log Shaw, gets set at master control, son, Robert Patton, John Reis,
"The Role of Studeht Govern
is checked by the FCC. Traffic to the amateur a mass of knobs, Merrily Rengman, Douglas Ren ment at Pacific" is the conference
manager also keeps track of the cords, lights, two turntables, and holds, Barbara Wolf, Cynthia theme and within this area, dele Alpha Chi Elects
Joyce Wickersham was elected
scheduled spot announcements a tape recorder. For live broad Woodruff, Loren Zeller, (Margaret gates will be identifying campus
president of Alpha Chi Omega
Schlange,
Karen
Van
Dine,
Mar
which may occur three or four casting, the patch panel is con
problems and offering sugges for the coming year. First vice
times an hour during broadcast nected so that the site of the tha Vernazza.
tions and solutions.
president will be Tina Sundin,
ing.
SOPHOMORES
program is connected to station
According to Katie Hill, this second vice president, Judy Mea
If the day includes a live broad KCVN.
4.0: James Fischer.
year's conference chairman, the d o w s , r e c o r d i n g s e c r e t a r y , S u e
casting of an athletic event, such
3.5 and up: Shirley Alves students presently working on Brobts, and corresponding secre
Not only is each day planned
as live football o r basketball at KCVN, but the future of the James Ashton, Judith Bartell the conference program are: Rich tary, Jan Anderson. Treasurer
games, the sports broadcaster, station is charted as well. The Rebeckah Bradford, Lois Brown, Babin, Barbara Bullock, Mile will be Sara Schumann. The new
John Stillman, prepares for h i s FM station, operating since 1948 Melinda Cardoza, Anita Cortese, Burke, Cap Hancock, Ben officers will be installed at a for
program.
at 300 volts, will be expanded in LaDean Dalke, Marjorie Graham, Kwong, and Cynthia Woodruff.
mal ceremony March 3.
To keep up with the local and the future to 20,000 volts with the Ellen Hancock, Norman Keaton,
world situation, the news director, addition of multi-plex stereo in Cynthia Lord, John Lunberg,
Dave Harrison, compiles the news late '63. Closed circuit AM radio, Kathiann Miller, Richard Miller,
received on the recently installed which cannot be received on cam Marshall Morgan, Chris Nelson.
us c ,NC
teletype machine. News is broad p u s a t p r e s e n t b e c a u s e o f t h e
Rita Prezler, Ruth Rumbolz,
cast three times during the even construction of buildings and lack Philip Talcott, Scott Tamblyn
ing for five minutes.
of cables, will be available to the III, Reuben Wallin, Lisa Wayland,
GRanite
>TERE0 T V
But KCVN is not all news and c a m p u s s o m e t i m e i n t h e n e a r Sharon Wong, Inez Wright, Mar
7-0082
garet Grotenhuis.
sports; there is also a wide vari future.
With such planning and coop
ety of music presented daily. The
FRESHMEN
6130 Pacific Averiu<
music librarian, Merilyn Mayer, eration, the voice of the Univer
Patricia
Betts,
Willa
Boyer,
begins her routine by selecting sity of the Pacific is being heard
Pamela Bruno, William Darden
the day's music from a library of for five and a half hours Monday
Jr.,
Robert Fisher, Margaret
over 1,000 records including clas through Friday all over the Stock
Hawkins, Gary Heath, Wanda
ton
area,
and
in
the
future,
the
sical, popular, vocal, instrumen
Hollister, Karen Larson, Carole
tal, and show tunes. Her selec same planning will broadcast
Lewis, Georgiandra Little, Carol
tions will be played on such pro KCVN all over the San Joaquin
M
arini, Linda MattSOn, L e w i s
grams as "Music Ala Carte," "An Valley.
Meyer, Amy 'Moraghan, James
Evening on Broadway," and "Mu
Norton, Brian Phipps, Deanna
sic for Meditating."
ENGAGEMENTS
W E W I L L GLADLY TAKE CARE O F YOUR
Butter, Karen Seal, Gloria ShiFor special programs in jazz,
Patricia Ann Kirschenmann of mada, Nancy E. Smith, Dalynn
PRESCRIPTION F R O M YOUR H O M E T O W N
jazz musicologist, Sven Pretori Alpha Chi Omega to William B. Thompson, Grace Ybarra, Harriet
ous, chose his selections from the E. Caffee, Jr., A.K.L.
I Yoshida.
Phoning or Writing for Necessary Info or Permission
150 jazz records in the collection
if needed
for his program, "A Little Bit of
Jazz."
After the program for t h e day
W E W I L L ORDER A N Y I T E M W A N T E D
has been decided, the staff busies
IF N O T I N O U R REGULAR S T O C K
themselves with various singular
duties, one of which is pre-recordThanks
ing spot announcements by Bill
Barker, chief announcer. T h e
announcements, varying f r o m
station identification to public
service announcements, are re
corded in Studio B, a sound-proof
room used for all live programs,
2 2 1 8 P A C I F I C AVENUE
such as news, dramas, and stu
Free Delivery — HO 6-3433
dent panel discussions. A unique
apparatus installed in Studio B

Underclassmen Plan An
Active Spring Schedule

Staff Of KCVN-FM Specialists
Dean's List
Makes Pacific Radio Waves Hum

'I

G\ac\ JJanna M *

-

m

Try Us For Your Special Needs...

RICE'S AVENUE DRUGS

I'
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LIMITED TIME ONLY

ALL KINGSTON TRIO LP's

HB

(Hi Fi or Stereo)

SI.9T Hi Fi S2.9T Stereo

•

.

. .•

THE KINGSTON TRIO 4

NEW FRONTIER

K '

''

• ft

•
NEW FRONTIER
(includes the smash hit,

THE KINGSTON TRIO #16
(S)T-1871

Greenback Dollar)
(S)T-1809

Jim Merwin • Melinda Cardoza
Student Personalities This Week

COLLEGE CONCERT
(S)T-1658

THE BEST OF THE
KINGSTON TRIO • (S)T-l

STEREO CONCERT
THE KINGSTON TRIO

HERE WE GO AGAIN
(S)T-1258

STEREO CONCERT
(S)T-1183

STRING ALONG
(S)T-1407

•.. from the"Hungry i*
.

WAKE WAY

The Kingston Trio

THEKINGSTONTRIO

Have you ever met the head the Phi Tau 50 mile hike was to
I hasher at Tri-Delt or the girl on prove their physical fitness.
The other personality this
the traffic control committee that
week is Melinda Cardoza. Melin
doesn't even have a driver's li
da is vice president of Covell
cense? It just so happens that Hall, a Spur, a band member, and
these two people have been cho a member of several committees
sen as our colorful personalities on campus, including the traffic
| of the week. They are Jim Mer- control corrfmittee.
•win and Melinda Cardoza.
Melinda had a frightful exper
Jim, who hails from North ience just before band frolic.
I Hollywood, is a political science Three days before the show she
major who intends to enter into lost her voice, so she quietly put
law. Jim is currently Sophomore a sign around her neck that said,
Class Representative. He h a s "I can't talk" and silently re
the distinction of being the last covered. But as she says, "I came
such officer. The constitutional back in the nick of time in true
revision committee has decided to show biz style!"
abolish the class officer system.
One of Melinda's hobbies is
Jim feels that this is definitely c h e s s , b u t i t s e e m s s h e h a s
the right step and that unity trouble finding a partner. Any
among the living groups will be chess players who are interested
| much more effective.
should see Melinda.
Jim lives at Phi Kappa Tau
As Melinda left the room she
I and feels that band frolic was a said she was heading for her new
tremendous success. He went on est hangout; The End Zone,
to explain that the purpose of "Where the elite meet."

'Mein Kampf' Will Run Spring Pledges
(Continued from Page 1)
| AIT Today At 7:30
fer Young, Jennifer Murphy,
THE KINGSTON TRIO
AT LARGE. (S)T-l199

MAKE WAY
(S)T-1474

FROM THE HUNGRY i
T-1107
m

'

"

KINGSTON TRIO ENCORES
f **+

^3sSlSP>?'

TH6 HlflGSTOfl TRIO

I.M

i!
GOIN' PLACES
(S)T-1564

KINGSTON TRIO ENCORES
(D)T-1612

SOMETHING SPECIAL
(S)T-1747

THE KINCSTON TRIO

THE KINGSTON TRIO
T-996

SOLD OUT
(S)T-1352

AAIRA
0OOOO

2363 PACIFIC AVE.

Open Monday nights 'til 9

HO 6-4388

Today, March 8, the "Y" will
I run the film "Mein Kampf" at 3
and 7:30 p.m. Compiled from film
clippings belonging to the Ger
man government, this Swedish
| documentary !s authentic.
A documentary depiction of the
modern world's greatest, m o s t
frightening drama is presented in
I this true story of Hitler's Third
! Reich.
As assembled by Erwin Leiser,
"Mein Kampf" basically permits
the Nazis to tell—through their
own eyes, speeches and cameras
-the history of their murderous
| exploits.
Leiser edited the material with
I a view to revealing the back| gTound and, if possible, the ex
planation for the rise of Hitler,
I and his murder machine.
He has utilized a brilliant comI mentary and the words of the
leaders themselves as he traces
the history of the Hitler regime
back through the first World War
and its revolutionary consequen
ces and even further back to the
events which shaped Hitler's
youth. The manner in which Hit
ler climbed to power is depicted
and then the years of increasing
I horror and hate.
As a motion picture and a s
I history, "Mein Kampf" will be
seen, studied and discussed — an
I unforgettable document of t h e
| infamy and agony of Hitler's
Reich.

Judy Mauptn, Karen Hancock,
Frances Bruell, Lynn Gaskins,
Nancy Bridges, Dale Barber, Pam
Waites, Diana Barnes, Nini Rich
ardson, Connie Carlson, Jane
Mulks, Marilyn Means, Jan Tom[>ao, Paula Morton, Elsa Hender
son, Carrie Jones, Sue Henlfen,
and Karen Heinrlch.
Delta Gamma pledged Pamela
Barnett, Janet Bernhauer, Patri
cia Bristowe, Susan Dukes, Elaine
Gertsen, Karen Harold, Holly
Jones, Nancy Jones, Jil Larsen,
Viokti Ortegren, Christine P a r
ker, Louisa Ross, and Sharon
Werstlein.
Gamma Phi Beta's new pledges
are Marilyn Fickel, Susan Grif
fith, Ju d y Grimshaw, Barbara
Hanson, Lynne Helpbrlnger, Sher
ry Hull, Karen Lyman, Carole
Lewis, Alice McCailum, K i t
.Morse, Nancy Norris, Carole
Pope, Phyllis Rankin, Carole
Tucker, Marty Vaughn, Betsy
Wakeiee, Betsy Watson, and Jill
Woodworth.
Those pledging Kappa Alpha
Theta are Stephanie Alexander,
Kathy Benedict, Dianne Cuddihy,
Dorothy Daniels, Ann Ehrhardt,
Barbara Franks, Lorraine Groff,
Nancy Henry, Betsy Kimble,
Faith Mowrey, Sherry Odenthal,
Anne Rodlech, Martha Porter,
Betsy Raymond, Dianne Reichardt, Lynn Reiland, Sue Howe,
Leslie Sachs, Susan Segall, JoAnne Simmonds. Shelly Smith,
Trudy Vaughan, and Dianne Yost.
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HUBER'S HIGHLIGHTS

Alumni Clash To Be Exciting;
Old Pros To Test Tiger Ability

Thin Glads Small
in lumbers; Work
Go Conditioning

As A Gal Sees Sports

Here's A Football Primer For
Tomorrow's Alum Game, Girls

"We'll have a small team again
By NANCY MacAIXISTER
this year but I think it will be
By BOB HUBER
regarding contact with players of
better than last season, comment
Most students understand the
> Tomorrow marks the sixth clash between the grads ed coach Arner Gustafson as the game of football pretty well. It the opposite team. The only two
and the varsity in the annual Alumni grid game. The Tiger trackmen completed their is certainly the most popular legal ways of stopping another
player are blocking and tackling.
game is sponsored by the Stockton Quarterback Club and second week of workouts.
Spectator sport at Pacific and
Tackling
can be done by anyone
ticket profits will be placed in the Pacific Athletic Fund. "The rain has held us back a q u i t e a s o c i a l a c t i v i t y . F o r t e n but must be used only on the
little," h e added, stressing h i s Saturdays during the fall, t h e
The quarterback Club members sponsor the annual game athletes were concentrating on
ball carrier. When tackling the
majority of Pacific students
to perpetuate top flight football teams for Pacific.
conditioning at this stage. Gus spend three hours watching the ball carrier you may grab anyMany members of this year's varsity squad will be tafson had a larger group come game. Still there are many girls thing except his face mask. Any
playing for the alums in the future. Tomorrow's game is out for the sport this spring but who do not understand exactly one other than the ball carrier
who is to be moved or stopped
a preview of what is to be expected from coach John eight are ineligible because of what is going on down there. must be blocked. Blocking differs
tightened transfer rules.
Sometimes the players don't
Rohde's Tigers next season.
The Tiger sodbusters' first either, but for those of you gals from tackling in that the hands
It will be interesting to see how well newcomer Dick meet will be tomorrow at the Cal going to the alumni game tomor cannot be used.
Kirby will fair against seasoned pros in his first Pacific Aggies Relays at Davis. "I'll row, this brief description might There are four ways to score
points hi football; the touchdown,
football encounter. Dick, who has been a Pacific student take only about 10 men because be helpful.
conversion, field goal and safety.
six
others
are
on
the
football
Of
the
eleven
men
on
the
team
since the fall semester, had to sit out last season because
The touchdown and conversion
team and will- be playing in the
of the NCAA transfer rule. Last year 'Dick was the captain spring Varsity - Alumni football only six normally move the ball are the most common means of
of the UCLA freshman team and was the outstanding line game that day," said the Tiger downfield. These are the quarter scoring. The touchdown is worth
back, two ends, two halfbacks,
Six points and the conversion is
man on the squad. While attending Turlock High School track coach.
and the fullback. With the ex
worth one or two. If the ball is
Some
of
those
wearing
football
Kirby gained Wigwam All-America honors. Kirby, and Allception of the quarterback who
kicked between the goal posts it
suits
will
bolster
the
cindermen.
receives the ball from the center,
America candidate Don Shakelford may very well form the
is
worth one point; if it is run
There is dashman Eddie Simas, these men receive passes or handstrongest tackle duo on the West Coast next year.
high jumper Ted Watkins, dash- o f f s f r o m t h e q u a r t e r b a c k a n d or passed over the goal line it is
WHO'S WHO
man and javelin thrower Camer then run like crazy toward the worth two. The field goal is
usually kicked from about the
The alumni line-up will look like a roster of who's who o n D o y e l , Q u a r t e r - m i l e r M i k e opposing goal.
in professional football. Dick Bass, All-Pro fullback of the Hair, and shotputters Ray Raffo The line consists of the center, 30 or 40 yard line. If it goes over
the goal posts it is good and
L. A. Rams and former Pacific All-America will be on hand and Don Shakelford.
who snaps the balls to the quar worth three points. A safety oc
Simas, former Franklin High
to give the fans some sensational runs. Wayne Hawkins,
speedster, hit 9.6 in the 100-yard terback, two guards, two tackles curs when a ball carrier is
AFL ALL-League guard, will be testing the ability of the dash as a prepster and he set and two ends, one of each on brought down in his own end
either side of the center. The zone.
interior Pacific line.
records in the 220-yard dash.
only time the center, guards or
Tom Flores first string Oakland Raider quarterback Watkins, as a freshman, hit tackles handle the ball after the I think that does it for the
will enter a football uniform for the first time since his 6-7 in the high jump. Doyel, who initial snap by the center is when basics o f football. Of course
there has been a lot left out, but
neck injury sustained in the 1961 season. Robert Reed, 9.7 adds strength in the dashes, has they intercept a pass or recover it would take a book to include
great promise as a javelin tosser.
speedster, will be taking the field in an alumni jersey for Cameron is also captain of the a fumble.
everything.
Anyway, girls, I
OFFENSIVE MOVES
hope you'll all come out to the
the first time. Last year as an NFL rookie, Reed was first 1963 team.
In order to keep the game g a m e t o m o r r o w a f t e r n o o n a n d
"Cameron has worked hard
club flanker for the Minnesota Vikings.
from
being one big "keep-away"
Midway through the Viking schedule, also playing lifting weights and is stronger contest, the team with the ball watch what could prove to be a
very exciting football clash. It's
this
year.
He's
a
great
competitor
against fellow high school chum—Ram Dick Bass, Reed's
good way to start boning up
and could do very well in the is allowed four chances to move
it ten yards. Each of the four on football for next fall!
lung was collapsed from a bruising tackle and he was javelin," said Gustafson.
tries is called a down. Assuming
benched for the rest of the season. It will be interesting
(Continued on Page 7)
that the offensive team moves
to see how well these two pros, Flores and Reed, have re
the ball at least ten yards within
covered from their injuries.
the allotted four downs, they are
This game will represent some of the finest caliber
given a first down and another
football played in the United States today. If you, miss this
chance to move ten yards o r
TODAY
encounter you will be missing one of the major highlights The Tiger junior varsity bas more. This continues until they
ketball team won its second make a touchdown or the defen
of the Pacific spring sports calendar!
straight game by defeating the sive team holds them to less than
Of particular note this week is the sports column "As A
ten yards.
St. Mary's freshmen, 68-66.
Gal Sees Sports" by Nancy MacAllister. For the fairer sex Dick Wecker tallied 26 points If the team does not make a
vs.
this is a very interesting article on the techniques and rules for the St. Mary's frosh, while first down in four tries they must
of football. Gals, why don't you look this article over Gary Vaughn's 19 and John Ca- relinquish their possession of the
mou's 16 paced the Pacific JV. ball to the other team. If the team
before the game tomorrow?
3:30 At Pacific Pool
Ernie Segale Sr., father of last season's outstanding Coach John Nicholls' quintet de does not believe they can make
feated Santa Clara's freshmen, the first down after three at
Pacific golfer, won the Match Play vs. Par Golf competition 58-53, previously.
tempts, the ball is often kicked
recently at the Stockton Golf and Country Club. He fired Last Friday night as a prelim (punted) as far downfield as
a 6-up par total to finish first. I guess some things just inary to the Varsity-Pepperdine possible to make the opposing
game the junior varsity defeated team bring the ball back farther
run in the family.
/3§S3
the Intramural All-Stars by a 54- for a touchdown.
PHI SIG WINS HOOP CROWN
/
48 score.
mswmB
Football has very definite, rules

JV Basketball Wins
Two Games In A Row

Phi Sigma Kappa captured the major league intramural
basketball crown last week by defeating Quad F. The inde
pendent Farmers and Quad F tied for the second-place
position.
The West Coast Athletic Conference has placed three
men on the UPI All-Coast basketball team. Steve Gray of
St. Mary's was selected for the second team. Ollie Johnson,
University of San Francisco sophomore, and Joe Weiss,
of Santa Clara University, gained third team acclaim..

Alumni-Varsity Football Lineup
ALUMNI
Clyde Conner
Bill Striegel
Wayne Hawkins
Bob Mazzuca
Carl Kammerer
Bob Denton
A. D. Williams
Tom Flores
Bob Reed Bob Coronado
Dick Bass
(Game starts at 1:30 p.m.)

LBR
LTR
LGR
C
RGL
RTL
REL
Q
LHR
RHL
FB

VARSITY
Ted Watkins
Don Shakelford
Bob Scardina
Paul Latzke
Terry Marshburn
Dick Kirby
Buck Del Nero
Howie Campbell
A1 Ford
Cameron Doyel
Smiley Verduzco

I

SWIM MEET
U. 0. P.

Fresno State

Jwf /
5*//

College
Students

7?^

CLEANERS
EXPERT DRY CLEANING
COMPLETE LAUNDRY SERVICE
BUDGET STRETCHING PRICES
ONE DAY SERVICE BY REQUEST
CONVENIENT FREE MINOR REPAIRS
EASY DRIVE-IN PARKING
CLOSEST CLEANER TO THE CAMPUS

2520 PACIFIC AVENUE
(Former location of M-i racle Drive-1 n)

KiJipIS? /

Faculty
Members

Printed in

BOSTON
LOS ANGELES
LONDON

College
Libraries

SUBSCRIBE
NOW
AT
HALF
PRICE
Clip this advertisement and returni It
with your check or money order t •
The Christian Science Monitor
One Norway St., Boston 15, Mass.

• 1 YEAR $11

• 6

mos-

$5'50

• COLLEGE STUDENT
• FACULTY MEMBER
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Pepperdine Five Hands Tigers League Loss;
Balsley Stars In Last Home Encounter
W i t h sometimes awkward,
bruising hustle, the Waves of
Pepperdine, last year's WCAC
champion, blistered the nets at a
.500 pace to down the Tigers,
78-69, in a WCAC conference
game before 1,000 fans at t h e
Stagg High gym last Saturday
night. This was the Tiger's last
home game.
Despite the Waves' great shoot
ing, they had trouble shaking the
sensational aims of Dave Bal
sley, in his finest collegiate game,
and Bill Wilson.
Balsley, who had six points at
intermission, was almost the Ti
gers' entire show early i n t h e
Second half. With his corkscrew,
over-the-head, two - hander Bal
sley notched 22 points, his colle
giate high. Bill Wilson was high
scorer for the Tigers with 2 3
points.
In the first 12 minutes of the
second half, Pacific scored 21
points and Balsley made 14 of
them. He made six straight shots
in the last half before missing
the net.
T h e score was tied twice, 2-2
and 29-29, before Pepperdine took
a 35-31 edge at the half. Pacific
came within two points of the
Waves several times in the sec
ond half but never could catch
them.
Oddly enough, the score was
almost identical with St. Mary's

76-69 win over Pacific last week.
The Tigers have now lost eight
in a row and 16 of their last 17.
Saturday was Pacific's last home
game of the year and the Tigers
have a 3-7 record at home. The
Tigers' overall record is 4-20.
PEPPERDINE
fg ft
6
6
3
0
7 10
4
5
7
2
0
1
0
0
1
0

pf
4
2
4
3
1
1
0
0

tp
16
6
24
13
16
1
0
2

24

15

78

ft
0
5
3
0
4
0
1
0

pf
1
5
2
3
4
1
4
3

tp
4
23
5
0
22
0
9
6

13

23

69

Warlick
R. Dinnel
H. Dinnel
Tinsley
Smith
Bridges
D. Jones
W. Jones
Totals

27

PACIFIC
fg:
John Scheel
2
Wilson
9
Middleton
1
Schalow
0
Balsley
9
Jim Scheel
0
Davey
4
Strambler
3
Totals

28

Individual Pacific
Basketball Statistics
(22 Games)
J. Scheel
Wilson
Middleton
Davey
Balsley
Strambel
Jim Scheel
Schalow
John Scheel
•McKey
•Jacobs
•Parsons
•Delong

fg:a fg:
128 128
311 121
209 100
202 71
138 55
163 55
123 48
148 43
89 36
9
4
11 3
4
0
2
0

fta ft
128 23
73 38
110 58
51 36
59 43
81 33
44 25
39 31
40 28

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

% tp
av
.339 123 11.7
.365 280 12.7
.478 258 11.7
.351 178 8.1
.398 153
.337 143
.390 121
.290 117
.404 100
.444 8
.272
6
.000 0
.000
0

(•Played less than 22 games)

Thinclads Work
Qn Conditioning

SPORTS PERSONALITY

(Continued from Page 6)
Returnees from last year are
Aaron Youngblood, broad jumper
and former Tiger star halfback;
George Hess, a two-miler; Bill
McBride, high jumper, broad
jumper and hop-skip-and-jump;
Pete Habley, hurdler, and Pete
Mellinger, javelin.
Gustafson, too, likes the pros
pects of his freshmen — G a r y
Courtwright, mile and two-mile;
John Sheppard, half-mile; D i c k
Gentry, quarter-mile; and V i c
Van Koten, pole vaulter.
Courtwright, from Hayward,
set the Pacific school record in
the three-mile in 15:26 w h i l e
participating in cross country last
semester. He also has a time of
4:19 in the mile as a highschooler.
In prep action, Gentry of Pleasanton Hill has a :48,0 in the 440;
and Van Koten a 13-foot pole
vault. Van Koten uses a much
talked-about fiberglass pole when
he vaults.
The Tiger cinder mentor, a
former trackman himself, feels
McBride, a sophomore from
Stockton, will be clearing 6-10 by
the time he is a senior. His best
as a freshman was 6-4.
The track team may be small
in size, but they have the ability
and the spirit to compile a com
mendable record for Pacific this
coming season, says Gustafson.

America's Favorite Folk Singers
PRESENT
THEIR
NEW
ALBUM
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All-America Catcher Zeke Rodriquez
Finishes His Schooling At Pacific
By PETE RAND

He hit .395, had 76 RBI's in 44
games and was second team AllAmerican last season. These
feats were accomplished by our
sports personality this week,
Zeke Rodriquez.

Zeke lives in Quad E and he is
24 years old. Last year Zeke at
tended New Mexico Highland
University in Las Vegas, N e w
Mexico.
The Highlanders were in the
Frontier League but actually
played enough outside games
against top competition to be
classified as independents.
Their record of 36 wins and 8
losses earned them the number
12 ranking in the nation l a s t
year. Zeke's batting average was
12th in the nation, and his RBI
total was 15th among collegiates.
Zeke's hometown is Rio Gran
de, Texas, and he plays summer
ball with the semi-pro Joe Davis
Ginners of his home state. This
is a full 144 games scheduled in
a summer.
He began his baseball in Rio
Grande in high school, and then
played ball in the service at Ft.
Chaffe, Arkansas for two years.
Zeke finished out his baseball
eligibility at Highlands.

ZEKE RODRIQUEZ

Zeke has also practiced with
the Rio Grande Valley Giants,
who at that time had team mem
bers, Chuck Hiller, Johnny OrThe Tiger golf team has sched sino and Manuel Mota, now with
uled 12 dates for this spring. The the San Francisco Giants.
Bengals will open golf competi
Besides going to Pacific, and
tion March 26 against Sacramento carrying 14 units to graduate,
State on the North Ridge Country Zeke is also teaching physical
Club. Pacific's home matches are education at Stockton Jr. High
played at Swenson Park.
for 2% hours a day.

Twelve Matches On
Schedule For Linksmen

The top three golfers, accord SENSIBLE APPROACH
ing to coach Van Sweet are Ernie
Zeke appears to have a very
Segale, Jr., Frank Bearden, and sensible approach to baseball. He
A1 Fagundes.
obviously loves the sport but he
Other golfers include Jay Du- realizes that he's "old" to be
Mond, John Ball, Sterling Getty, starting a pro career. He will try
R o n F i e l d s , B i l l F r u e l i n e , T o m out with the San Francisco Giants
Strain, and Gene Flynn.
if his grades are good, but Zeke
Other Tiger golf dates are: doesn't suffer from desires that
March 29—USF and San Jose at are unreasonable.

San Jose; April 4—Sacramento
State here; April 5—Santa Clara
here; April 11-12-13 — Northern
California Intercollegiate tourna
ment at Santa Cruz.

It is easy for me to see how
Zeke became an All-American.
Hats off to an all-around person
ality—a person Pacific should be
proud to have among its ranks!

TIGERS LOSE TO CAL BUT BEAT SAC ST;
OSTROM AND WYCKOFF STAR IN SWIMS
The Golden Bears of the Uni
versity of California swim team
edged out the Tigers of Pacific by
inches in a dual swim meet last
Wednesday. The score was tied
44 to 44 going into the final relay
event. The anchor man for t h e
Bears just edged out Pacific's
star freestyler, Pat Mealiffe, at
the final touch.
Mealiffe swam a 49 second
hundred in that relay which is a
good two seconds under his rec
ord time of 50.9 that he set
against Oregon State two weeks
ago. However, the speedy time
was just not enough to beat the
Cal swimmer.

PLUS.. .A NEW HIT SINGLE

"PRETORIA"

NITED
RTISTS
L.RECORD S

['729 SEVENTH AVENUE • NEW YORK 19, NEW YORK

and that was Gary Wyckoff.
Gary pulled a muscle in his back
on the Tuesday before the meet
and was not expected to swim
the rugged 200 yard backstroke
eventHowever, Gary swam it anyway
in the record breaking time of
2:17.5 which is quite outstanding
for a person with back trouble.

BEAT SAC ST.
Although the Tigers were nosed
out by Cal, they made it up with
an easy win over Sacramento
State on Friday.
John Ostrom starred for Pa
cific in the 50 and 200 yard free
style events to lead the Tigers
to a 66 to 29 victory. The win
WYCKOFF STARS
There was little doubt in any marked the second win for the
one's mind as to who was the T i g e r s t o b o o s t t h e i r s e a s o n
outstanding swimmer of the meet, mark to 2-2.

AUTOSPORT SERVICE
Service and Repair on All Sports and Imports

244 West Harding Way

HOward 2-6534

Stockton
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ALUMNI-VARSITY GAME T O M O R R O W , 1:30

Alumni Favored To Defeat Tigers;
Shakelford Is Bengal Mainstay

Pacific Previews

UOP Loses Trophy

NSA Representative

(Continued from Page l)
(Continued from Page 1)
FRIDAY, March 8
some
of the tours and their prices
Mike DiAsto first in junior men's;
Baseball, L.A. State (here)
excluding
transportation. Several
By BOB HUBER
and Mary Jacobs second in junior
2:30
tours
range
from 35 days (S510)
women's.
A Cappella Choir tour
The annual varsity-alum grid
to
53
days
($895).
Art and Music
Impromptu virtuosos Roger
IFC preference day
clash gets under way tomorrow
Festivals tour, from Edinburgh to
Randall and Judy Ross both took
Y-film, Mem Kampf, Versailles,
afternoon at 1:30. This marks
Bayreuth, 55 days, ($985)'. Spethird places in their respective
Palace of the Sun,
the sixth meeting for the varsity
divisions. The Pacific winning was cial tour of Russia and middle
and the grads. The alumni club is
3 and 7:30 p.m.
Europe, Scandinavia, ($995). Hosrounded out by Ken Letter's third
WRA conference at Asilomar
favored over the Bengal varsity
teling tour of the British Isles
in salesmanship, Ross' second in
Helen Dooley Art Show in
mainly because the varsity i s
extempore speaking. Kit Cornett, and France by bus, 42 days.
Common Room and Gallery
green in experience at many po
($300). Work camp program,
the defending champion in inter
sitions and lacking depth in the
Lounge, Raymond
$300.
Study tours: Politics and
view, once again took first in that
backfield.
Visiting geologist, Dr. Crowell
Economics in Latin America,
event.
Quonset 2
$850; Communications in EuropeThe main hope for a Tiger up
Panhellenic
Formal,
9
p.m.
Economics and Politics in EuropeChapel, 11 a.m.
set is Don Shakelford, 6-3, 240
1
a.m.,
Scottish
Rite
Art
in Italy; French in Franca
Newman
Club,
11
a.m.
pound senior left tackle f r o m
Delta Gamma dinner,
Y-program, "The City and Its all $545 and up.
Tulare. Don has started every
7:30-9 p.m.
T h o s e interested i n a n y of
Problems," 7:30 p.m.
varsity game at Pacific since his
Gamma Phi Beta formal din
Faculty recital, Finlay, Hun- t h e s e p l a n s o r d i f f e r e n t p l a n s
sophomore year and has been
ner 7:30-9 p.m.
should contact Danine in Covell.
ford, Allan Jones, 8:15 p.m.
rated by the coaching staff as
Kappa Alpha Theta panhellenic
Conservatory
the most consistent performer
dinner, 6-8 p.m.
Men and Ideas Conference
the past two seasons.
THURSDAY, March 14
"Death Takes a Holiday,"
WEDNESDAY, March 13
A Cappella Choir tour
After the 1962 season his was
Playbox, 8 p.m.
CARL HAMMERER
A Cappella Choir tour
Faculty
Dames, 2 p.m.
chosen as honorable mention AllSATURDAY, March 9
SCTA meeting—"Speech Ther
Captain Springer, Air Force
America by the Associated Press. Vander Wall; and a 53 yard gal
W.C.H.C. Basketball, San Jose
apy and Teaching," Anderson
recruitees
Also Don was placed on the first lop by Chuck Verduzco to set up
State College (there)
Lecture Hall, 7:30 p.m.
Helen
Dooley Art Show,
another
old-timer
score.
team Methodist All-America, and
A Cappella Choir tour
Helen Dooley Art Show,
Raymond
Ail-Coast teams.
"Death Takes a Holiday,"
The old timers hold a 3-1-1 edge
Raymond
"Death Takes a Holiday,"
Playbox, 8 p.m.
in the series. The only victory
Phi Delta Chi—Tri-Delta
Playbox, 8 p.m.
Friends of chamber music
for the varsity was in 1961, coach
Exchange, 6-8 p.m.
AWS elections
Track—Calif. Aggies relays
John Rohde's first season as head
(Davis)
mentor, by a 20-14 gap.
WRA
conference at Asilomar
Among the Pacific Alumni re
Spring football, 1:30 p.m.
turning to play in the game are:
(here)
Tony Aflague, Dick Bass, K e n
Rugby, Olympic Club (there)
Castles, Clyde Conner, Bob CoroHelen Dooley Art Show,
nado, Bob Denton, Phil Flock,
Raymond
A guest ski instructor, a ski movie, and a door
Wayne Hawkins, Gary Hubb,
Baseball,
Sacto State (here),
Carl Kammerer, Jack Meeks, Ola
prize drawing will be featured at the next Tuesday
10:15 a.m.
Lee Murchison, Tom Flores, Wil
(March 12) ski club meeting. The prizes will range
SUNDAY,
March 10
lie Richardson. Ed Sowash, Dew
A
Cappella
Choir
tour
from
a $15.00 gift certificate to a free ski lesson.
ey Tompkins, Gene Wellman, A.
WRA conference at Asilomar
D. Williams, Bob Vander Wall,
Helen Dooley Art Show,
A total of 6 prizes will be drawn.
Jim Bush, Rich Nemetz, Ed KoRaymond
tal, Waymond Hall, Robert Reed,
The meeting will be held in Anderson Lecture Hall
Sid Hall, Bill Striegel, Chuck Ver MONDAY, March 11
SCTA Board Meeting Confer
duzco, Joy Gritts, Gene Cronin,
at
7:00.
All students are welcome to attend the
ence Room Owen Hall 4 p.m.
Jack Larscheid, Bob Cabanyog,
A Cappella Choir tour
meeting.
Bob Mazzuca, and 17 seniors from
Helen Dooley Art Show,
WILLIE HECTOR
the 1962 team.
Raymond
Bolstering the Alumni line will
Men and Ideas Conference
The history of liberty is the TUESDAY, March 12
be Wayne Hawkins All-League
lineman in the American Foot history of the limitation of gov
A Cappella Choir tour
ball League for the past two ernmental power, not the increase
Helen Dooley Art Show,
of it.—Woodrow Wilson.
years.
Raymond
"Hawk" was a standout Bengal
tackle in the 1957-58-59 seasons.
Wayne was also very popular
while a Pacific undergrad. He
was elected to reign as Mardi
Gras' "ugly man" in 1960.

SKI CLUB PLANS INTERESTING PROGRAM

Upon joining the Oakland Raid
ers in their first year, 1960, he
was moved from offensive tackle
to guard where he has been a
standout performer ever since.
One of the biggest accomplish
ments in Wayne's career is the
fact that he is one of the very
few original members of t h e
Oakland Raiders still active in
the AFL and on the current ros
ter.
Other current pro players in
clude: Dick Bass, L.A. Rams;
Tom Flores, Oakland; Bob Den
ton, Minnesota; Carl Kammerer,
John Thomas, Clyde Conner of
the S.F. Forty Niners.
Willie Hector of Calgary;
Wayne Hawkins, Oakland; Gene
Cronin of Washington, A. D. Wil
liams, and Robert Reed of t h e
Minnesota Vikings. Also on the
Alumni roster will be Detroit
Lion draftee John Gamble.
The Alumni won the annual
battle last year by a 28-26 margin.
Among the highlights of l a s t
year's game was a 63-yard touch
down run by alum Ola Murchison
with a pass from the arm of Bob

•?-nb,o!h5d
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from Spalno
for ERNST ties was mucho Insaneowhen ha antarad the ring,
his admirars would sing,
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STUDENT SPECIAL

New Small Lunch Size Pizza and Soft Drink—Only 65c

"OR ME MOOEY

2105 Pacific Ave.

Park Free

GR 7-6141

:RAW HAT
6264 PACIFIC AVE.

M E N ' S CLOTHIER
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